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Rajnath Singh chairs second meeting of Island Development Agency

The Union Home Minister
Shri Rajnath Singh chaired the
second meeting of Island Development Agency (IDA) here
today. The Island Development
Agency reviewed the concept
development plans and detailed
master plans for holistic development of 09 islands (four in
A&N Islands i.e. Smith, Ross,
Long, Avis) and (five in
Lakshadweep i.e. Minicoy,
Bangaram,
Thinnakara,
Cheriyam, Suheli). The project
being steered by NITI Aayog
aims at promoting and implementing development based on
sustainable approach to building a thriving maritime economy
of the project islands. The Union Home Minister expressed
satisfaction at the progress
made since its last meeting held
on July 24, 2017, when directions were given to identify and
execute infrastructure and connectivity projects together with
provisioning of water and electricity. It was noted that site
development potential reports
have clearly mapped and delineated environmentally sensitive
zones in the project islands and
considering the unique maritime
and territorial bio-diversity of the
islands, enhanced connectivity
has been recommended as one
of the key priorities. Accordingly,
it was decided that the Naval air
station at Shibpur near Diglipur
in northern Andaman & Nicobar

Islands would be co-used as
Joint User Airport. During the
meeting, it was also decided to
develop a PPP package including a airport (Joint User Airport)
at Minicoy Island, to unlock the
tourism potential. It was agreed
to promote tuna fishing industry for improving livelihoods in
Lakshadweep. Union Home
Minister directed all concerned
to expedite implementation of
ongoing key infrastructure
projects in the islands and develop community based tourism
in consultation with local
stakeholders.
NITI Aayog was also asked
to drive the formulation of PPP
projects and proposed detailed
guidelines to boost private sector participation. The IDA was
set up on June 01, 2017 following the Prime Minister’s review meeting for the holistic development of islands. The
meeting was attended by Lt.
Governor of Andaman &
Nicobar Islands, Admiral D.K.
Joshi, Former Navy Chief (Vice
Chairman of IDA), Cabinet Secretary Shri P. K. Sinha, CEO,
NITI Aayog Shri Amitabh Kant,
Union Home Secretary Shri
Rajiv Gauba, Secretary, Environment, Forest & Climate
Change, Shri C. K. Mishra and
representatives of Ministries of
Tourism, Power, Defence,
Health, Telecommunications
and Civil Aviation.

LANXESS once again in leading
position of climate protection scoring
At the United Nations
World Development Information Day, the international climate protection initiative CDP
(formerly Carbon Disclosure
Project) honored specialty
chemicals
company
LANXESS.
The Cologne-based company once again achieved the
highest score in this year's
evaluation and is therefore
listed in the CDP's Climate A
List. With this list, CDP recognizes companies' efforts to
cut emissions, mitigate climate risks and develop the
low-carbon economy. As part
of the Climate A List,
LANXESS is among the top
five percent of several thousand companies surveyed by
the initiative.
The list of the best and the
full set of company results are
available on the initiative's

website: www.cdp.net/en/
scores-2017.
LANXESS Board member
Hubert Fink comments on the
award: "As a globally active
chemical company, we are
committed to climate protection. Re-admission to the Climate A List confirms the effectiveness of our efforts in
this area."
Commenting on the
achievement, Neelan Jan
Banerjee, Senior Executive
Director, LANXESS India said,
"It is a matter of pride for us
at LANXESS to be included in
the Climate A list. As this listing reiterates our commitment to doing business
across the globe in a sustainable manner and gives us the
confidence that we are on the
right path in addressing our
sustainability goals and targets." (1-7)

CRRAFT OF ART
Celebrating Heritage

Radha Mohan Singh to inaugurate
the three-day Organic World
Congress – 2017 in Greater Noida
Union Agriculture and
Farmers’ Welfare Minister,
Shri Radha Mohan Singh
will inaugurate the threeday Organic World Congress – 2017 being organized at India Expo Centre
in Greater Noida. It will
see the participation of
1,400 representatives
from 110 countries, and

2000 delegates from India. The Organic World
Congress (OWC) is organized once every three
years in a different country and this time it is being organised in India. The
last edition of the Organic
World Congress took place
i n Is t a n b u l , Tu r k e y, i n
2014.

USIF and The Chopras
expect to secure 200 investors through 2018 having
seen significant demand
since the launch of the partnership in late September
2017. USIF has been actively
working in the market since
the beginning of 2017 and
expects to raise $50mn by
year-end. EB-5 visas for Indians have steadily increased
over the last few years with
76 Indian EB-5 visas issued
in 2012 to 149 visas issued
in 2016.
Chairman and CEO of U.S.
Immigration Fund, Nicholas
A. Mastroianni II said, “Our
partnership with the Chopras
has allowed us to grow
exponentially over the last six
weeks and gives us the confidence to move forward and
set clear milestones for ourselves for the next 12-15
months. Our intent is to gain
majority market share in EB5 capital raised from India
and we strongly believe this
can be accomplished as the
market is expected to grow
significantly. -

A New Grand Seiko
Hi-beat 36000 Gmt Creation

The peacock is a bird that
has inspired many ideas and
myths throughout history.
The ancients believed that

peacocks symbolized immortality, while other cultures
have seen renewal and
even the ability to be allseeing in this beautiful
bird. All over the world, the
peacock continues to intrigue and fascinate mankind. Once seen, a peacock's plumage is never
forgotten and its beauty is
universally acknowledged.
The dial of the latest
Grand Seiko Hi-beat 36000
captures this beauty. With
its deep green colour and
stamped pattern, the dial
is at once striking and yet
subtle. The case and movement are the same as in
the celebrated watch that
won the "Petite Aiguille"
award prize at the Grand
Prix de Genève in 2014.
(19-10)

Premier School Leagues kick-starts
at The Arena by TransStadia

As you know, in a short
period of Seven years Crraft
of Art's Sufi and Water Festivals in Ahmedabad have created a special niche in the
minds—and
hearts—of
Amdavadis; not only for the
variety and quality of music
present - end but also for its
ideal of linking, reintroducing,
and reuniting the citizens,
both young and old, elite and
common, music lovers and
lay public, to their rich heritage woven in these outstanding monuments. It is
not only dressing up the
monuments through imaginative lighting and playing
soulful music, it is engaging
them in a process of discovering their own history, culture, tradition, art, craft,and
architecture.
Crraft of Art’s i ni tiati ve
i s a cre ati ve and i nnovati
ve way of addre ssi ng the

worrying disconnect that reflects in pe ople ’s alie nati
on from thei r glori ous past
and ne gle ct of the monuments. Crraft of Art believes
that the preservation and
conservation of the monuments requires almost as a
pre-condition, making people proud of their heritage
and that requires seeing and
knowing it first.
In 2010. For the first
time, ever, during the
UNESCO designated World
Heritage Week, Sarkhe j
Roza, Ahme daba d’s outstan
di ng ye t much ne gle cte d
hi stori cal monume nt, was
presented to its citizens as a
venue for a two-day music
festival. 21 artists from all
over the country, create
magic in the inner courtyard
of monument, it was recreation of the history for the
modern day Amdavadis.
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Government committed to promote transparency
in the system: Smt Maneka Sanjay Gandhi
On the occasion of Anti
Black Money Day being celebrated in the country today,
the Minister of Women and
Child Development Smt.
Maneka Sanjay Gandhi
briefed the media about the
initiatives taken by the WCD
Ministry in promoting transparency, e-governance, preventing leakages in the system as well as eliminating

areas of corruption. Addressing the media, Smt Maneka
Gandhi said that the government is totally committed to
bring transparency in the system since transparency is key
to controlling corruption and
black money. In pursuance of
the same, the WCD Ministry
has taken several steps in this
direction, she explained.
Smt. Maneka Gandhi

After the remarkable success of British Medical Journal (BMJ) Awards South Asia
2016, we are very proud and
privileged to announce the
BMJ Awards South Asia 2017
on November 18, 2017 at
New Delhi.
This year too, nominations
were invited from the South
Asian region in numerous
categories like healthcare
quality, medical education,
technological innovation and
research and clinical excellence. More than 2015 highquality nominations were received, out of which 1786 are
from India, 73 from Pakistan,
53 from Bangladesh, 52 from
Sri Lanka, 45 from Nepal, 2
from Bhutan, 2 from Maldives
and 2 from Myanmar.
From Gujarat alone we
have received 32 nominations
from the top most healthcare
institutes including P. S. Medical College, Karamsad,
Ahmedabad, Zydus Hospitals
Ahmedabad, Gel Biotech Pvt

Ltd,
Shalby
Hospital
Ahmedabad, Gujarat technological University (GTU), B. J.
Medical College Ahmedabad,
U N Mehta institute of cardiology & research centre and
many more.
Dr. Shashi Vani, Emeritus
Professor of Pediatrics and
Neonatology, P. S. Medical
College, Karamsad in
Ahmedabad has made it to
the list of final 30 nominations.
Elated by the response received for the awards,
Prashant Mishra, Managing
Director BMJ, India and South
Asia said, "We are delighted
to announce the BMJ Awards
winners this year, and once
again celebrate the inspirational work by doctors and
their teams throughout the
South Asian region and beyond. It is important that innovative work in the field of
medicine gets done, and we,
in turn, honour that accomplishment, as well as, share
with you all." (19-10)

The Chopras Group, aim to raise Gujarat bags 32 nominations in British
US $125mn for investments in US Medical Journal Healthcare South Asia Awards
New Delhi, November 7th,
2017: The Chopras Group
(The Chopras) a leading education group and U.S. Immigration Fund (USIF), America’s leading foreign direct investment firm in the business
of raising EB-5 capital, today,
said they aim to help 250 Indian investors immigrate to
the United States through the
EB-5 program by raising
$125mn in foreign investment
from India over the next 15
months. The capital is being
raised for investments in key
real estate projects across the
United States as part of the
EB-5 visa program which facilitates foreign investors to
obtain a U.S. visa for them
and their family. Funds raised
from investors will be deployed in various current and
upcoming commercial and
residential real estate
projects by leading developers and backed by prominent
senior lenders. Previous USIF
projects have been backed by
major financial institutions
including Blackrock, Wells
Fargo and J.P. Morgan.

Ahmedabad, The Premier School Leagues commences at The Arena by
TransStadia where ten participating schools compete in
a 7vs7 football match. The
League aims to bring together athletes across
schools in Ahmedabad to
compete in various sports
tournaments with a focus to
promote fitness and wellness.
It will act as a competitive
platform for schools to promote their sporting talent
whilst playing in a world class
facility.
The participating schools
were divided into two groups
for the Premier School
Leagues – Football. Group A
consists of Apple Global
School, Rachna School, St.
XaviersHansol, DAV School
and MGI School. Group B consists of LML School, Vedant
International School, Cosmos
Castle School, Seventh Day

Adventist School and Seth CN
Vidhyalaya.
With increasing competition, the schools build brand
value and recognition with
their involvement in the tournament as they play for pride.
The event will be held at The
Arena by TransStadia from
7th to 12th November, 2017.
UditSheth, Founder & MD,
SE TransStadia said, “We at
TransStadia have strongly
believed in talent development
which
involves
partnering with the education
system to develop sports programs for students covering
sports training, inter-school
competitions, provision of
quality equipment and fitness
assessments. Through the
Leagues we hope to encourage maximum participation
from
schools
across
Gujaratwhile inspiring the talent to perform at their best.
(19-10)
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Lino Perros sets a new benchmark with
the launch of its ‘Cover Changing Bags’

Lino Perros, a renowned
brand known for its distinctive patterns, great workmanship and delightful color combination, has today announced the launch of its new
collection of bags for women.
The brand with the unveiling
of their new trendy and uber
chic concept is all set to redefine style in India. The new
range will offer bags that can
be used for different occasions with just a change of
cover.
Commenting on the
launch of its new collection
(spokesperson), said, “Our
brand is known for its class
quality designs and the new
range is all about chic and
sophistication, offering bags
which will redefine the elegance quotient in India. The

whole new ‘smart’ collection
with its Cover Changing
Styles is in sync with our vision to provide innovative,
best in world-class and excellent quality bags.”
The brand follows international color trends and resonates with every women’s
aspiration of looking good.
The bags are crafted with
proficient hands and are
made of unmatched quality
leatherette promising longevity with minimal maintenance. The bags have mass
appeal and are spacious to
carry all essentials. The
range is value for money as
it serves the purpose of two
bags in one. It can go with
both casuals and formals giving an elegant and stylish
look. (19-10)

Movie Promotion of Muzaffarnagar 2013. (13-9)

stated that the WCD Ministry
was the first Ministry to start
procurement through the
GEM Portal and today the
entire procurement, from a
pencil to a computer, is done
through this portal. Even hiring of some of the services is
being undertaken on this portal. This gets the Ministry the
best possible rates with no
element of corruption, the
Minister explained.
Giving more details, Smt
Maneka Sanjay Gandhi said
that the WCD Ministry works
with a number of NGOs under various schemes. In order to streamline the process
of receipt of proposals as well
as disbursal of funds, the Ministry has created an NGO portal and each and every NGO
has to apply only through this
portal. This portal is also
linked to the Darpan portal of
Niti Aayog.
The Minister also highlighted the steps taken under
Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT)
Scheme. The Ministry is currently operating 14 different
schemes where funds/ services are given to individuals
as well as institutional beneficiaries. All the schemes
have been put under the DBT
System which is Aadhar
seeded. This is one of the
largest DBT systems of the
Government of India today,
Smt Maneka Gandhi disclosed. The Ministry was also

the first to get on board the
Public Finances Management
System completely. This not
only enables all funds to be
transferred directly to the target bank accounts but also
monitor the utilization of
these funds centrally.
Launch of CARINGS
website under CARA has
completely automated the
adoption process. Now all legally free children and parents wanting to adopt them
are in a single database and
the matching is done by the
system itself. The WCD Minister said that all the erstwhile
malpractices and middlemen
have been eliminated by this
path breaking measure.
The system of feeding the
children under the anganwadi
system was an area ridden
with leakages and siphoning.
The Ministry has inducted
massive use of technology for
real time monitoring so that
these leakages can be removed. As a first step, 50,000
anganwadis have been enabled to use smart phones for
Aadhar based registration,
daily attendance, record of
feeding, record of health etc.
The system generates alerts
for non-attendance and malnutrition. This has not only
eliminated ghost beneficiaries but also removed the corrupt practices. This is a revolutionary step, the WCD Minister added.

Ahmedabad One draws a crowd with Live
Life-size Pictionary event held for Children’s Day
Ahmedabad, Pictionary,
a game that combines wordplay with art, is a crowd
favorite across the globe.
Ahmedabad One drew a large
crowd as Mattel Toys brought
to life an unexpected and
engaging game of Pictionary
to unsuspecting shoppers.
Mall goers witnessed a Live
Life-size, first-of-its-kind fully
interactive game, a setup
never experienced by the city
before.
Lokesh Kataria, Head of
Marketing, Mattel India, said,
“With this initiative in association with Nexus Malls, we
aimed at providing entertaining experiences to the audience andsparking creativity
while engaging in fun wordplay challenges. We are
happy to receive a positive response from the audience.”
The 4-day event comprised of an extraordinary
setup with a live screen that
had been installed within the
mall premises. Kids and
adults alike, from various
parts of the city gathered to

take part in the game of
Pictionary, where all participants were given an exciting
opportunity to guess the correct word through a drawing.
The highlight of the game,
however, was a mime artiste
who gave the game a new
twist and an element of
added fun. While the game
promoted the spirit of learning with fun, winners walked
home with new vocabulary
and some exciting goodies
from the house of Mattel
Toys. (20-4)

